Overview
• The North of England has had a very good year -reporting the best surplus in our review of the IG Clubs by adding over 25% to their free reserves. With a slightly higher premium income the Club benefitted from the benign claims environment that the Pandi clubs are generally experiencing, which has seen their incurred claims for the year fall by over 40%, delivering an underwriting a surplus of $83m, compared to a deficit of $32m last year.
• The investment return was negative, but the deficit on the pension scheme fell by $14m to give an overall surplus of $90m, compared to $26m a year earlier. 
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Underwriting
• There has been a transformation in the underwriting performance (like so many Clubs this reporting year) with the combined ratio falling from 110% to 77%. The net premium income rose by 4% after a small increase in the owned tonnage and an additional 10m gt of chartered tonnage.
• The major improvement was in the incurred claims which fell by 36% to $196m from $305m last year. This is the result of improvements in the expected cost of claims on earlier years, but more importantly a reduction in the frequency and cost of claims on the 2015 policy year.
• The number of claims for the 2015 policy year fell by over 1,000 when compared to the 2014 policy year, but the determining factor was the lower number of larger claims over $1m, which fell from 49 in 2014 policy year to just 19 in 2015 policy year. The cost of these large claims fell from $143m in 2014 to $71m in 2015, which is the principal reason for the underwriting improvement.
• The smaller attritional claims also witnessed major improvements, with the number of claims below $1m falling by nearly 1,000 and the expected cost after 12 months coming down from $132m last year to $106m.
• There were underwriting improvements on the earlier policy years of approximately $20m and the Defence class turned in a creditable surplus of $5m, but the recently acquired Sunderland Marine Insurance reported a loss of $1.6m after being hit by over $42m of "Marketing and Acquisition" expenses. 
Outlook
• The Club has had a most successful year with a surplus of $90m, pushing the free reserves up by over 25% to a record $428m, while cementing 3rd place in the IG tonnage league table and 5th in the free reserves ranking. The result was the direct consequence of the benign claims environment, which has been enjoyed by most other Clubs in our survey, but the key to success will be to consistently deliver this performance!
• Sunderland Marine Insurance, the small vessels and fish farm insurer, has seen a jump in the net premium income of 60%, but the class seems to be handicapped by a high level of management costs which may limit improvements and a positive contribution to the group's performance.
• The Club remains committed to further diversification and has a strategy to explore future mergers and acquisitions and joint ventures, although there were no specific plans noted or any guidance on such initiatives.
• The Club is the 5th to pass the $400m free reserves mark, which together with its 11% market share gives it a strong position in the IG. It also has an S&P A credit rating and a good solvency ratio, which will enable it to progress and commit to any future expansion plans.
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• Best results in the Group
• $90m surplus
• Free reserves up 25%
• Free reserves $428m
• S&P A credit rating Summary
